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Abstract 
Yellin, D.M., An algorithm for dynamic subset and intersection testing, Theoretical Computer 
Science 129 (1994) 397-406. 
Consider a sequence of M operations, where each operation either creates a set, inserts (deletes) an 
element into (from) a set, queries whether a particular element is in a set, queries whether or not one 
set is a subset of another, or queries whether or not the intersection of two sets is empty. We show 
that for any integer k, one can implement subset and intersection testing in time O(m”-‘“‘logm) 
and all of the other operations in time O(m I” log m). Our algorithm requires O(m@+ ‘Ilk) space. With 
k= 2, this yields a worst-case time complexity of O(filogm) per operation, and uses 0(m3”) space. 
We also give an alternative implementation so that an operation at time r can be implemented in 
amortized time O(&logn,), where n, is the size of the system of sets at time r. 
1. Introduction and related research 
In this paper we consider a sequence of m operations on sets. Each operation is one 
of the following. 
l i=create( ). This creates a new set. The result of this operation is an integer that 
uniquely identifies the newly created set. We will refer to the set indexed by i as Si. 
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l insert(x, i). This operation inserts the element x into the set Si. 
l delete(x, i). This operation deletes the element x from Si. 
l member(x, i). This operation returns true if XESi and false otherwise. 
l subset( This operation returns true if Si GS~ and false otherwise. 
l intersect(i, j). This operation returns true if Sin Sj # f~ and false otherwise. 
We assume that all of the elements inserted into the sets come from an ordered 
universe of elements and that no sets exist prior to the first operation. 
Let es&(&j) be the set operation that returns true iff Si= Sj. If we remove the last 
two operations from the above repertoire of set operations and replace them by the 
equal operation, then three recent algorithms [4,8,12] have been proposed which can 
efficiently implement these set operations. All three of these algorithms support 
constant time equality testing. Additionally, a sequence of m operations can be 
performed in O(log m) expected time per operation [4,5], O(log’ m) worst-case time 
per operation [12], or O(logm) amortized time per operation [S]. Hashing can be 
used to support probabilistic set equality testing [lo] (two sets with the same hash 
value are equal with very high probability). 
Unfortunately, none of these methods works if we allow the more general operation 
of subset testing. The algorithm in [S], for example, obtains fast equality testing by 
representing sets uniquely. Two sets that are equal are guaranteed to have the same 
representation and can therefore easily be tested for equality. It does not seem likely 
that this approach can be used to facilitate subset testing. 
A straightforward approach for implementing the subset(i, j) operation is to scan 
the (sorted) sets Si and Sj until one finds an element in Si not in Sj or until one has 
completely scanned Si without finding such an element. This approach can require 
linear time per subset operation and has a worst-case complexity of Q(m”) for 
a sequence of m operations. 
The data structures introduced in [4] support subset testing (as well as intersection, 
union, and difference operations on sets). The operation subset(i, j) has expected 
complexity of O(xlog(y/x)), where y=max(/Si-SjI, /Sj-Sil, ISinSj\), and x is the 
median of these three values [4,6]. This can result in a worst-case complexity of Q(m) 
for a single operation. However, this method supports incremental operations, and the 
amortized complexity for a sequence of m operations may thus be smaller [6]. 
In [12], an algorithm is given which supports constant-time subset testing but 
requires O(l+logm) time per operation for the other operations and uses O(Z2 +m) 
space, where m is the number of operations performed and 1 is the number of 
nonempty sets at the time of the operation. In general, 1 can be as large as m, and we 
once again get a worst-case time complexity of Cl(m2) for a sequence of m operations. 
In this paper we present a set representation scheme and algorithms so that 
a sequence of m operations from the repertoire given above (including subset(i, j) and 
intersect(i,j)) requires only O(m 312 logm) time. It has a worst-case complexity of 
O(Jm log m) p er operation. The algorithm uses 0(m312) space. This representation 
can also support the operation intersection(i, j) which returns the elements in Sin Sj in 
time O(,,& log m + \SinSj I). A variation of our algorithm implements the set 
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operation performed at time t in amortized time O(&logn,), where n, is the total 
size of the nonempty sets at time t. 
We will use the following notation in this paper. For any set S, ISI will denote the 
cardinality of S. For any real number r, the floor function L r J will denote the largest 
integer i such that i<r. 
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives a quick overview of the 
basic idea that produces a dynamic sublinear time subset testing algorithm. Section 
3 describes the data structures used in our paper, and Section 4 presents the algo- 
rithms we employ for implementing the set operations create, insert, delete, member, 
subset, and intersect. Section 5 gives some further implementation details necessary to 
achieve our time bounds, and Section 6 shows how to implement the intersection 
operation. Section 7 presents our conclusion. 
2. Overview 
Our algorithm for subset testing is based upon the following idea: if for every two 
sets Si and Sj we keep a count Ci, j = 1 Sin Sj 1, we could easily tell if Si 5 Sj by checking 
whether or not Ci,j= /Sit. In order to keep all such counts up to date as we insert or 
delete an element x into a set Si, we need to know what other sets also contain x. To 
accomplish this, for each element x, we could keep a set n,.member= {i: XESi}. An 
insertion of x into Si would require updating Ci,j for each jEn,.member. For a se- 
quence of m operations, this would result in an Q(m) time algorithm per insert/delete 
operation, as n,.member can be as large as m. 
This paper modifies this idea by keeping only partial counts. Suppose that we know 
in advance that we are going to perform m operations. We can then bound the size of 
any set n,.member so that 1n,.memberI<m l/k for some integer k. Then Ci,j= , 
1 {x: iEn,.member A jen,.member) ( and maintaining the counts can be done in O(m”‘) 
time per insert/delete operation. If x is inserted into Si but i cannot be inserted into 
n,.member because n,.member has already reached its capacity, we store the set 
identifier i in an overflow set n,.overJow. A crucial observation is that there can be at 
most rnCk-lJik nonempty overflow sets n,.overJow. Testing that Si E Sj involves check- 
ing that ISiI=(SinSjI=I{ x: icn,.member A jEn,.member}l+ I {x: iEn,.over-ow A 
jEn,.overJow) I + 1 {x: ign,.member A jEn,.overJlow} I + ({x: iEn,.overJEow A 
jen,.member}l. Since the first size is given by Ci,j and the rest of the sizes can be 
obtained by examining the overflow sets, the complexity of the algorithm becomes 
a function of the number of nonempty overflow sets, 
Of course, since we do not know m, the total number of operations to be performed, 
in advance, our algorithm needs to adjust dynamically the number of set identifiers 
that can be kept in the sets n,.member. However, we show how this can be done 
without any additional asymptotic complexity, and we therefore obtain a time 
complexity of O(mCk- l)lk log m) per subset/intersect operation and a time complexity 
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of O(m Ilk log m) per insert/delete operation. The algorithm uses O(mck+ l)lk) space. 
With k=2, this yields a bound of O(filog m) time per operation using 0(m312) 
space. 
3. Data structures 
Consider a sequence of operations. We refer to time t as the point in time after the 
tth but before the (t + 1)st operation. At any time t, let Max, =L tlik A+ 1, where k is an 
integer 2 1. An element x is called a heavy element at time t if 1 (Si: X~Si} I> Max,. Our 
algorithm requires the following data structures: 
l A set U. x~U iff XESi for some set Si. Any search tree implementation of U is 
acceptable as long as it supports lookup, insertion, and deletion in log time.’ In the 
rest of this paper, n, will denote the node of U representing the element x. 
l Each node ~1, will contain a set n,.member E {i: XESi}. We will maintain the 
invariant that, at any point in time t, 1 rz,.member( <Max,. Any implementation of 
II,. member is acceptable as long as it supports lookup, insertion, and deletion in log 
time and scanning of all elements in time proportional to the number of elements. 
l Each node n, will contain an overflow set n,.ouerJow c (i: X~Si}. If X~Si but 
i.$n,.member, then iEn,.overJow. Note that, in contrast to n,.member which can 
contain only Max, elements, n,.ouer$ow can contain O(t) elements. Any search tree 
implementation of n,.ouerflow is acceptable as long as it supports lookup, insertion, 
and deletion in log time. The roots of all of the trees of the nonempty overflow sets 
n,.ouerJow will be linked together into a doubly linked list OverJow Sets. When 
an overflow set n,.member becomes nonempty, then it is linked to the end of the 
list Overflow Sets. When an overflow set becomes empty, then it is removed 
from Over-low Sets. 
We will maintain the invariant that at time t any overflow set n,.ouerJiow will be 
nonempty (and therefore in Overflow Sets) only if 1 n,.member I>/ Max, - 1 = L t uk 1; 
i.e., if x is either a heavy element or almost a heavy element. We refer to this 
invariant as the overflow set invariant. Assuming this invariant is maintained, there 
can exist at most O(t(k-l)ik) nonempty overflow sets at time t. This is because it 
takes O(tlik) insert operations to make an element heavy and thereby merit the 
nonempty set n,.overJlow. 
l A set COMMON. Each entry in COMMON is of the form (i,j,G,j), i< j, 
indicating that there exist Ci,j elements x such that ien,.member and jEn,.member. 
If (i, j, Ci,j> is in COMMON, then (SinSjl > Ci,j. Any implementation of COM- 
MON is acceptable as long as it supports lookup, insertion, and deletion in log 
time. In the following, COMMON[i, j] will be used to denote Ci,j if (i, j, Ci,j) is in 
COMMON, otherwise, it will equal 0. 
’ Many sorts of search trees fit these requirements, such as 2-3 trees, AVL trees [l], and red-black trees 
c91. 
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As mentioned above, we allow any search tree implementation for the sets 
n,.member, nX.overflow, and COMMON. However, if we use the fast q-trie data 
structure of Willard [l I] to implement these sets, we can possibly speed up the time 
complexity of our algorithm by a factor of & (see Section 7). 
4. Algorithms 
In this section we present the implementation of each set operation. We give the 
complexity of implementing the operation, assuming that it is the tth operation in the 
sequence. 
4.1. Insert, delete, and member operations 
Consider the operation insert(x, i). Test if x is already a member of U. If not, insert 
x into U. 
Case 1: 1 n,. member / <Max,. Insert i into n,.member. Then scan n,. member and for 
each j in this set (w.1.g. assume id j), replace the tuple (i, j, Ci,j) in COMMON with 
(i, j, Ci,j+ 1). If no such tuple already exists in COMMON, insert the tuple (i, j, 1) into 
COMMON. Since 1 n,.member 1 <Max,, the time complexity of this case is 
O(logI U( + Max,*loglCOMMONI). It can add at most Ltllk J+ 1 tuples to COMMON. 
Case 2: In,.memberl = Max,. Insert i into n,.overfiow. If n,.over-ow was previously 
empty, then add it to the linked list Overflow Sets. The time complexity of this 
operation is O(log I U I + log ) n,.overJlow I). 
Since no operation ever adds more than L tlik J+ 1 tuples to COMMON, the size of 
COMMON at time t is at most O(t (ki ‘)jk). The size of U, n,.member, and n,.over-ow 
at time t are all bounded by O(t). Therefore, the time complexity of the insert 
operation is O(t ljk log t). 
Next, consider the operation delete(x, i). To implement this operation, first perform 
a lookup on U and retrieve n,. 
Case 1: ien,.member. For each jen,.member, decrement COMMON[i, j] or 
COMMON[j, i], whichever is appropriate. Then remove i from n,.member. If 
n,. overflow is not empty, then remove an arbitrary set identifier j from n,. over-low and 
insert it into n,.member, following the algorithm for insertions (case 1) given above. If 
removing j from n,.overJow causes n,.ove$ow to become empty, then remove 
n,.over-ow from the linked list Overflow Sets. The time complexity of this case is 
O(t”klog t). It can add at most Lt’jkJ+ 1 tuples to COMMON. 
Case 2: i$n,.member. Then it must be in n,.overfow. Delete it from n,.overJow. If 
this causes n,.overJEow to become empty, then remove n,.over$ow from the linked list 
Overflow Sets. This case requires O(log t) time. 
It follows from the above that the time complexity of the delete operation is 
O(t l/k log t). 
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Consider the operation member(x,i). To implement this operation perform 
a lookup on U and retrieve n,. Then check whether or not kn,.member or 
kn,.ouerJow. If it is, then return true; otherwise, return false. The time complexity 
is O(log t). 
4.2. Subset and intersect operations 
Consider the operation subset(i, j). Our algorithm will first check that every element 
x such that iEn,.member is also in Sj. The algorithm will then check that every element 
x such that iEn,.ouerflow is also in Sj. Si E Sj iff both of these tests succeed. 
Without loss of generality, assume that i<j. Let GI initially equal COMMON[i,j]. 
Hence, initially a is the number of elements x such that iEn,.member and jEn,.member. 
Next, scan through the list of overflow sets in Overflow Sets. For each n,.overflow in 
this list, perform a lookup to see if jEn,.ouerJEow. If it is, perform a lookup on 
n,.member to see if iEn,.member. If it is, then increment c(. At the end of this procedure, 
c1 is the number of elements x such that kn,.member and XES~. Next, check whether 
or not cl<COMMON[i, i], the number of elements x such that iEn,.member. If 
c( <COMMON[i, i], then return false, since then there is some element x s.t. 
iEn,.member but X4Sj. Assuming that the overflow set invariant is maintained and 
the number of nonempty overflow sets n,.overJEow is bounded by O(t(k-l)‘k), the time 
complexity of this part of the operation is O(t(k-‘)ik log t). 
Assuming that cr=COMMON[i, i], the next thing we need to check is that for 
every element x such that iEn,.ouerJow, xESj. Once again, scan the nonempty 
overflow sets. For each set n,.overflow in OuerJlow Sets, perform a lookup to see 
whether or not iEn,.overjlow. If it is, perform lookups to see if jczn,.overJow or 
jEn,.member. If for any such element x we find that it is in Si but not Sj return false; 
otherwise, return true. Assuming that the overflow set invariant is maintained, this 
last stage also requires O(t (k- ‘)jk log t) time; hence, this is the time for the entire subset 
operation. 
Next consider the operation intersect(i, j). Without loss of generality, assume i <j. If 
COMMON[i, j] #O, then return true; otherwise, scan through the list of overflow 
sets. For each set n,.ouer-ow in OverJlow Sets, check if either of the following 
conditions is true: (1) iEn,.ouer-low and (jEnX.ouer+ow or jEn,.member), (2) 
jEn,.ooerJlow and iEn,.member. If either (1) or (2) is true then return true. Otherwise, 
if after scanning all of the overflow sets n,.overJow we have not returned true, then 
return false. Once again, assuming that the overflow set invariant is maintained, the 
time complexity of this operation is O(t’k-‘)‘k log t). 
4.3. Complexity summary 
In the next section, we will show how to guarantee that the overflow set invariant is 
maintained. The previous analysis has shown that, assuming this invariant holds, the 
subset and intersect operations can be implemented in time O(t(k-l)iklog t), the 
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member operation in time O(logt), and the insert and delete operations in time 
O(t”klog t). Each operation adds at most O(trik) tuples to the set COMMON, and at 
most a constant number of elements to a constant number of other sets. Hence, the 
total space complexity of the algorithm at time t is O(t(k+l)‘k). 
5. Maintaining the overflow set invariant 
We need to maintain the invariant that at time t there will only exist a nonempty 
overflow set n,.ouerjow if 1 n,.member 1 a/_ t 1’k 1. The operations given above will only 
insert an element into an overflow set at time t if this invariant is true. The problem is 
that the invariant may no longer hold at a later time. 
Let yllk and zllk be integers such that z lik = yljk + 1, and assume that the overflow 
set invariant holds at time y. It is easy to see that the invariant will hold after the yth 
operation up to the zth operation, since L t ljk] = yljk for all y d t < z. However, we need 
to take further actions to insure that the invariant will hold at time z as well. 
Following the yth operation and until the zth operation, the algorithm presented 
above only inserts a set identifier into an overflow set n,.ouerjow if the size of 
n,.member is=Max,=Lt”k J+~=z’/~ (see case 2 of the insert operation). Hence, the 
overflow set invariant will hold at time z for any set n,.ouerjow that becomes 
nonempty subsequent to the yth operation. Therefore, we need only consider those 
sets n,.over$ow which were nonempty at time y and at time z. 
To maintain the invariant, between time y and time z, the algorithm will visit each 
set n,.overflow that was nonempty at time y. Since it was nonempty at time y, and by 
assumption the overflow set invariant held at time y, it must be the case that 
In,.memberl~ y lik at the time of the visit. (Any deletions from n,.member since time 
y would not have caused it to shrink in size, since case 1 of the delete operation 
replenishes the deleted element from n,.overjow.) If at the time of the visit 
Inx.memberI=z”k nothing will be done. Otherwise one element will be removed from 
n,.ouer$ow and inserted into n,.member (as in case 1 of the insert operation). This will 
make In,.memberI=y’ik+l=~ . lik Hence, if every visit is performed before the zth 
operation, the invariant will hold at time z. 
The time complexity of a single visit to an overflow set n,.overJow at time t, 
y+l<t<z, is O(Lt”k]logt)=O(yl’klogy) since it can cause a single insert to 
n,.member. Since the invariant held at time y, there can be at most yck- 1)/k trees 
n,.overflow to visit. Since z l’k=yl’k+l, ~=(y’~~+l)~>y+ky(~-‘)‘~+l (using bi- 
nomial expansion) for k > 1. Hence, z - y > kyck- lJik and all of the visits can be made 
by visiting at most one overflow set n,.overjow at each operation between time y and 
time z. This would add a cost of at most O(y lik log y) to operation t, (y + 1 < t d z), 
thereby not increasing the asymptotic time complexity. Since each visit can add at 
most y lik tuples to COMMON, it also does not increase the asymptotic space 
complexity. 
By fixing k=2, we have established the main theorem of this paper. 
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Theorem 5.1. A sequence of m operations, where each operation is either an insert, 
delete, member, subset, or intersect operation, can be performed in worst-case time 
O(filogm) p er operation using 0(m312) space. 
5.1. An amortized complexity bound 
The above discussion gives the complexity in terms of m, the number of operations 
performed. One can also express the complexity in terms of the sum of the sizes of the 
sets. Let n, =&+o 1 Sil at any particular time t. One can show that the amortized 
complexity of an operation at time t is O(fi log n,). In practice, n, may be signifi- 
cantly smaller than m. In order to achieve this goal, the algorithms of Section 4 remain 
essentially the same although the invariants change slightly. 
At some time to, let n,,=p’ for some integer p. We call p’ thefocal size of the sets. 
For all t > to, as long as (fl- 1)2 <n, <(fi + 1)2, we maintain the invariants for all x that 
Jn,.memberl </I and that n,.ouer$ow is nonempty only if 1 n,.memberI = 0. This 
implies that each insertion/deletion will cost O(p log p) = O(fi log n,), that there will 
exist at most O(b) nonempty overflow sets, and that each subset/intersection query 
will cost O(p log fi) = O(fi log n,). 
If at some time tl, nt, =(j?+ 1)2, then (p+ 1)’ becomes the new focal size of the sets. 
This means that we must establish the invariants that In,.memberl <p+ 1 and that 
n,.overjow is nonempty only if I n,.memberI = /? + 1. To establish these invariants, we 
need to remove an element from each nonempty set n,.ouerJow and insert it into 
n,.member, removing n,. overflow from Overflow Sets if it becomes empty. The number 
of updates that need to be performed is O(p). 
On the other hand, if at some time tl, n,, =( p- 1)2, then (p- 1)2 becomes the new 
focal size of the sets. This means that we must establish the invariants that 
)n,.memberI<p-1 and that n,.overjlow is nonempty only if In,.member(=/?-1. To 
establish these invariants, we need to remove an element from each set n,.member 
such that ln,.memberl =p and insert it into n,.overjow, adding the set n,.overJlow to 
OuerJlow Sets if it is not already in this linked list. The number of updates that need to 
be performed is O(p). 
In either of the above cases, the number of operations between time to and time tl is 
z 28. This is approximately the same as the number of sets n,. member that need to be 
updated when the focal size changes. Hence, we can assign the cost of each insertion 
(deletion) to (from) n,.member to one of the operations in between time to and tl, 
establishing the amortized complexity bounds given above. 
6. Implementing the intersection operation 
We can easily augment the algorithms given above to support the operation 
intersection(i,j), which returns those elements that are in the intersection of Si and Sj. 
This is done by modifying the COMMON data structure so that each element of 
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COMMON is of the form (i, j, Ci,j, Zi,j), where i,j and Ci,j are the same as in Section 
3 and Ii,j= {x: iEn,.member A jen,.member}. 
It is easy to see that the insert and delete operations can still be performed without 
increasing the asymptotic time or space complexity: whenever a count Ci,j is in- 
cremented (decremented) due to the insertion (deletion) of an element x from Si, the 
element x is inserted into (deleted from) I,,j. For any insert (delete) operation at time 
t this requires at most O(Max,*log t) extra work to be done, and can increase the total 
size of the Ii,j sets in COMMON by at most O(Max,), which does not change the 
asymptotic time or space complexity. 
To implement the intersection(i, j) operation at time t, retrieve the tuple (i, j, Ci,j, Zi,j) 
from COMMON and initialize a set I =Zi,j. This can take at most 0( ISinSjl) time. 
Then scan the list of nonempty overflow sets. For each n,.over-ow in OverJow Sets 
perform a lookup to see if (1) i is in n,.overJow and j is in either n,.overflow or 
n,.member, or (2) j is in n,.ove$ow and i is in n,.member. If either of these is true, then 
add x to I. When the scan of Overflow Sets is completed, return the set I. As long as the 
overflow set invariant is maintained, scanning Overflow Sets at time t can be done in 
O(tck - ‘)lk log t) time. Hence, the total time complexity is O(tck - ‘)lk log t + 1 Sin Sj I). 
Setting k = 2, we get a worst-case time complexity of O(d log t + 1 Sin Sj I). If persistent 
sets [3] are used to implement the sets Zi,j, then the assignment I = Ii,j would just create 
a new version of Zi,j and this can be done in constant time. This would yield a time 
complexity of O(t (k- ‘jik log t) for the intersection operation. 
7. Conclusion 
This paper shows how to implement a repertoire of set operations, including subset 
and intersection testing, in worst-case O(&log m) time per operation, where m is the 
total number of set operations performed. We also show how an operation at time 
t can be implemented in amortized time O(&log n,), where n, is the size of the system 
of sets at time t. The intersection of two sets Si and Sj can be found in time 
O(JmlOgm+(SinSjI). 
It is possible to improve on the log factor present in our complexity bounds. Since 
all of the sets we use (except for the set U) are composed of set identifiers, and these 
identifiers all lie in the range 1, . . . , m, we can use the q-fast trie data structure of 
Willard [l 11 to improve our time complexity. In order to accomplish this, however, 
we would need to pick initially some integer m, for the number of operations to be 
performed. When the actual number of operations performed equals m,, we need to 
resize and rebuild the q-fast trie by setting m, =2m0, and so on. Assuming that the 
q-fast can be rebuilt in linear time, the amortized complexity of our algorithm would 
become O(JG). Although no mention of resizing q-fast tries is given by Willard, 
it seems like a linear time algorithm for accomplishing this is possible. One may be 
able to make both this amortized result and the one given above into a worst-case 
complexity result using the techniques of [7]. 
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It would seem difficult to improve upon the square root factor in the complexity 
bounds (see the lower bounds of [2] cited below). Even if a square root factor cannot 
be improved upon, it would be useful to make the square root factor a function of the 
size of the sets being tested (unlike our complexity results, where it is a function of the 
size of the system of sets at the time of the operation). Although this would not change 
the asymptotic complexity, it would make the algorithm more attractive for actual 
applications. 
As noted recently by Dietz et al. [2], the results of this paper can be recast as 
requiring O((nn”k + qn/nlik) log n) time for a sequence of IZ updates and q subset and 
intersection queries. If the number of queries q is known in advance, one can set nlik to 
its optimal value, yielding a time complexity of O((n&+q)logn). They generalize 
the results of this paper to achieve this complexity (amortized) even without knowing 
the value of q in advance. They also give matching (upto polylogarithmic factors) 
lower bounds for this problem using the arithmetic model of computation. We note 
that the factor n in this result is the total number of insertions and deletions. If the size 
of the system of sets grows much slower than the number of insertions, deletions, and 
queries, our amortized result of Section 5.1 yields better complexity bounds. 
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